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Abstract—We propose a novel adaptive boosting approach to
learn discriminative binary hash codes, boosted locality sensitive
hashing (BLSH), that can represent audio spectra efficiently.
We aim to use the learned hash codes in the single-channel
speech denoising task by designing a nearest neighborhood
search method that operates in the hashed feature space. To
achieve the optimal denoising results given the highly compact
binary feature representation, our proposed BLSH algorithm
learns simple logistic regressors as the weak learners in an
incremental way (i.e., one by one) so that each weak learner is
trained to complement the mistake its predecessors have made.
Upon testing, their binary classification results transform each
spectrum of noisy speech into a bit string, where the bits are
ordered based on their significance, adding scalability to the
denoising system. Simple bitwise operations calculate Hamming
distance to find the K-nearest matching hashed frames in the
dictionary of training noisy speech spectra, whose associated ideal
binary masks are averaged to estimate the denoising mask for
that test mixture. In contrast to the locality sensitive hashing
method’s random projections, our proposed supervised learning
algorithm trains the projections such that the distance between
the self-similarity matrix of the hash codes and that of the
original spectra is minimized. Likewise, the process conceptually
aligns to the Adaboost algorithm, although ours is specialized in
learning binary features for source separation rather than classification. Experimental results on speech denoising suggest that
the BLSH algorithm learns more discriminative representations
than Fourier or mel spectra and the nonlinear kernels derived
from them. Our compact binary representation is expected to
facilitate model deployment onto resource-constrained environments, where comprehensive models (e.g., deep neural networks)
are unaffordable.
Index Terms—Speech Enhancement, Locality Sensitive Hashing, AdaBoost, Kernel Methods

I. I NTRODUCTION
OURCE separation is an essential module for many
practical audio applications, e.g., in speech communication, automatic speech recognition, a hearing aid, etc. Deep
learning-based source separation models have been proposed
to improve the single-channel speech denoising and speech
separation performance with performances nearing the ideal
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ratio masking results (IRM) [1]–[6], or sometimes exceeding
them [7]–[10]. Despite the recent success of neural network
architectures, deep learning applications come with huge memory size and high computational complexity which makes it
intractable for deployment into resource-constrained devices,
even just for feedforward inferences. For mobile and embedded applications that require speaker separation and noise
cancellation in real life scenarios, it is crucial to solve this
issue to ensure quality speech communication.
To solve this issue, there is ongoing research to reduce
the model size and complexity while trying to preserve the
accuracy of the models despite the reduction. Optimization
of convolutional operators allowed for building small, low latency models. Namely, depthwise separable filters (MobileNet)
[11], fire modules (SqueezeNet) [12], and group pointwise
convolutions with channel shuffle operation (ShuffleNet) have
been explored to create lightweight deep convolution neural
networks [13]. Another popular approach to reducing model
complexity is pruning less active weights [14], filters [15],
[16], and even layers [17]. The other dimension of network
compression is to reduce the number of bits to represent the
network parameters, sometimes down to just one bit [18]–[21],
one of its kind has shown promising performances in speech
denoising [22], [23].
In this study we take another route to lightweight source
separation by redefining the problem as a K-nearest neighborhood (KNN) search task: for a given test mixture, the
separation is done by finding the nearest mixture spectra in
the training set, and consequently their corresponding ideal
binary mask (IBM) vectors [24]. However, the complexity
of the search process linearly increases with the size of the
training data and the frequency dimension of the spectrum.
We expedite this tedious process by converting the query and
database spectra into a hash code to exploit bitwise matching
operations during the search process. To this end, we start from
locality sensitive hashing (LSH), which is to construct hash
functions such that similar data points are more probable to
collide in the hashed space, or, in other words, more similar in
terms of Hamming distance [25]–[28]. With increasing number
of bits, the Hamming distance between binary hash codes will
asymptotically approach the Euclidean distance between pairs
of data. While simple and effective, the random projectionbased nature of the LSH process is not trainable, thus limiting
its performance when one uses it for a specific problem.
Under the requirement of having a small number of bits in
the codebook, several authors have studied machine learning
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approaches to learn more compact codes such as semantic
hashing [29] and spectral hashing [30], which are either with
a computing-intensive conversion process (semantic hashing)
or not scalable to high-dimensional or a large amount of data
(spectral hashing). As an alternative, we propose a learnable,
but still projection-based hash function, Boosted LSH (BLSH),
so that the separation is done in the efficient binary space,
which is learned in a data-driven way rather than relying
on the random projections [31]–[33]. BLSH reduces the redundancy in the randomly generated LSH codes by relaxing
the independence assumption among the projection vectors
and learning them sequentially in a boosting manner such
that they complement one another, an idea shown in search
applications [32]–[35]. BLSH learns a set of linear classifiers
(i.e., perceptrons), whose binary classification results serve as
a hash code. To learn the sequence of binary classifiers we
are based on the adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) technique [36],
while we redefine the original classification-based AdaBoost
algorithm so that it works on our separation problem. Since
the binary representation is to improve the quality of the hash
code-based KNN search during the separation, the objective
of our training algorithm is to maximize the representativeness
of the hash codes by minimizing the loss between the two
self-similarity matrices (SSM) constructed from the original
spectra and from the hash codes.
BLSH can also be seen as an embedding technique with a
constraint that the embedding has to be binary. Finding embeddings that preserve the semantic similarity is a popular goal in
many disciplines. In natural language processing, Word2Vec
[37] or GloVe [38] methods use pairwise metric learning
to retrieve a distributed contextual representation that retains
complex syntactic and semantic relationships within documents. Another model that trains on similarity information is
the Siamese networks [39], [40] which learn to discriminate
a pair of examples. Utilizing similarity information has also
been explored in the source separation community by posing
denoising as a segmentation problem in the time-frequency
plane with an assumption that the affinities between timefrequency regions could condense complex auditory features
together [41]. Inspired by studies of perceptual grouping [42],
in [41] local affinity matrices were constructed out of cues
specific to that of speech. Then, spectral clustering segments
the weighted combination of similarity matrices to unmix
speech mixtures. In our framework, we propose to maintain
the original similarity among binary hash codes, so a testtime mixture frame can quickly find a few matching frames
from the training dataset through the KNN search. Then, from
the matching training mixtures we can estimate the masking
vector.
Our framework resembles the deep clustering method (DC)
whose objective is to approximate the ideal pairwise affinity
matrix induced from ideal binary masks [4]. DC utilizes a
neural network encoder that produces discriminant spectrogram embeddings which are then partitioned to separate the
speakers from a mixture. To make the partitioning feasible,
e.g., by using k-means clustering, DC or its extension deep
attractor network (DAN) learns an embedding space where
each speaker’s time-frequency units are concentrated around a
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centroid [3]. ChimeraNet extended the work by utilizing deep
clustering as a regularizer for TF-mask approximation [43].
Our proposed framework also learns an embedding space, but
instead of estimating an embedding vector per TF bin, we
learn per-frame binary hash codes, which are then used to
estimate masks. Moreover, given that the embedding vectors
must be binary, we need to develop a learning algorithm that
accommodates the discrete nature.
We evaluate BLSH on the single-channel denoising task
and empirically show that with respect to the efficiency, our
system compares favorably to deep learning architectures and
generalizes well over unseen speakers and noises. Since binary
codes can be cheaply stored and the KNN search is expedited
with bitwise operations, we believe this to be a good alternative
for the speech enhancement task where efficiency matters.
This paper extends our preliminary study [44], where we
proposed the initial BLSH version and KNN search approach
for speech denoising. In this journal version, we add new
contributions summarized as follows:
• We provide an in-depth explanation of individual modules
of the BLSH algorithm.
• We analyze the behavior of both LSH and BLSH frameworks on self-similarity targets generated from nonlinear
feature extraction methods: mel scale and radial basis
function transformations.
• We provide a thorough comparison against deep learning
baselines including one of the state-of-the-art source
separation models, Conv-TasNet [8].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first
describe the KNN based source separation in Section II.
Section III introduces the proposed BLSH algorithm, which
aims to learn from various SSM targets, such as the ones
constructed from short-time Fourier transform (STFT) and mel
spectra as well as a nonlinear kernel function. Experimental
setup is presented in Section IV. Evaluation results, discussion,
and complexity analysis are presented in Section V. Final
concluding remarks are given in Section VI.
II. T HE KNN S EARCH -BASED S OURCE S EPARATION
In this section, we present the baseline KNN search-based
source separation frameworks for mask estimation, which
finds the KNNs in two different ways: using the spectral
coefficients and LSH codes.
A. Baseline 1: Direct Spectral Matching
We assume that if two mixture spectra are similar, they
consist of similar sources. Hence, their IBMs must be similar,
too. The KNN search-based source separation requires a large
reference dictionary of training examples, whose IBMs are
known ahead of time. For a given test example, the separation
algorithm searches for only KNN to the query spectra to infer
its mask.
Let H ∈ RD×T be the normalized feature vectors from
T frames of training mixture examples, e.g., noisy speech
spectra. T can potentially be a very large number as it
exponentially grows with the number of sources. Out of many
potential choices, we are interested in STFT and mel spectra
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Algorithm 1 KNN source separation
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

Input: x, H, Y
B A test mixture vector, the dictionary, and IBMs
Output: ŷ
B A denoising mask vector
Initialize an empty set N = ∅ and Amin = 0
for t ← 1 to T do
if |N | < K then
Add t to N
Update Amin ← mink∈N Scos (x, H:,k )
else if Scos (x, H:,t ) > Amin then
Replace arg mink∈N Scos (x, H:,k ) in N with t
Update Amin ← mink∈N Scos (x, H:,k )
end if
end for
P
1
return ŷ ← K
k∈N Y:,k

Masking

Estimated
masking
vector

Hashing
(done in real time)

x̃
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Bitwise KNN search

Average
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H̃:,⌧1
Hashing
(done in
advance)

(1)

For each frame x in the test-time mixture signal, we find the
K closest frames in the reference database (line 4 to 9), which
form the set of indices of KNN, N = {τ1 , τ2 , · · · , τK }. Using
them, we find the corresponding IBM vectors from Y and take
their average (line 13).
In this proposed separation framework, finding K frames
that best approximate the query ensures quality source separation. Although it is well known that simple Euclidean or cosine
distance cannot represent the semantic similarity between
high-dimensional data points, preserving the local similarity in
the feature space and the SSM can lead to successful manifold
learning [45]–[47]. In this regard, our separation method also
requires the reference database to be sufficiently large to
represent the manifold of the data distribution. However, a
large T is burdensome not only for storage but also during
the test time since the distance computation between x and
H (floating-point inner product) is costly.
B. Baseline 2: LSH with Random Projections
We can reduce the storage overhead and expedite Algorithm
1 using hashed spectra and the Hamming similarity between

Mixture

Index
to the
neighbors

dictionary

[⌧1 , ⌧2 , · · · ⌧K ]
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Scos (a, b) = a> b

H̃:,⌧K

H spectra

Y:,⌧1

as the feature vectors. For example, if H is from magnitudes
of STFT on the training mixture signals, D corresponds to
the number of Fourier transform’s subbands F , i.e., D = F ,
while for mel spectra D < F .
Columns of H are normalized with their L2 norm. We also
prepare their corresponding IBM vectors, Y ∈ {0, 1}F ×T ,
whose dimension F matches that of STFT, regardless whether
we use STFT or mel spectra as input. For a test mixture
spectrum, x̄ ∈ CF , our goal is to estimate a denoising mask,
ŷ ∈ RF , to recover the source by masking, ŷ x̄. While
masking is applied to the complex STFT spectrum x̄, the
KNN search can be done in the D-dimensional feature space
x ∈ RD , e.g., mel spectra or full Fourier coefficients.
Algorithm 1 describes the KNN source separation procedure. We use notation S as the affinity function, which denotes
the cosine similarity function with a subscript: Scos . For a given
pair of L2 -normalized D-dimensional feature vectors a and b,
it is defined as an inner product:
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H̃:,⌧2

Masking
Y:,⌧2
vector
dictionary
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Y:,⌧K
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Fig. 1: The KNN-based source separation process using hash
codes.

them. For this second baseline, we follow the basic LSH setup
that applies random projections to the data points followed by
a step function (i.e., the sign function) as the hash function.
We define L random projection vectors as P ∈ RL×D that
are randomly initialized and fixed throughout the experiment.
The l-th projection using Pl,: defines the l-th bit in the codes:
H̃l,: = sgn(Pl,: H + bl )

(2)

where bl is a bias term. Applying the same P onto H and x,
we obtain T training spectra’s hash codes each of which is a
bipolar binary bit string, i.e, H̃ ∈ {−1, +1}L×T , and one for
the test spectrum, x̃ ∈ {−1, +1}L , respectively. Accordingly,
Hamming similarity also replaces the similarity function by
counting the number of matching bits in the pair of binary
feature vectors:
X
SHam (ã, b̃) =
I(ãl , b̃l )/L,
(3)
l

where I(ãl , b̃l ) = 1 iff ãl = b̃l , otherwise I(ãl , b̃l ) = 0.
Or, we can simplify this expression into an inner product by
assuming bipolar binaries as follows:
SHam (ã, b̃) = ã> b̃/L,

if ã, b̃ ∈ {−1, +1}L

(4)

Hence, what we expect from the hash codes is that the
Hamming similarity of an originally similar pair should be
more likely to be high than that of a dissimilar pair. Suppose
there is a similar pair in the original feature space, e.g.,
Scos (x, H:,i ) > ρ, where ρ stands for a threshold. Then, a dissimilar pair can be also defined similarly: Scos (x, H:,j ) ≤ ρ.
Their corresponding LSH codes are discriminative, if they
fulfill the following inequality:


p SHam (x̃, H˜:,i ) = 1 > p SHam (x̃, H˜:,j ) = 1 .
(5)
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In other words, a successful LSH hashing step guarantees a
higher chance of the originally similar pair colliding each other
in the same bucket than a dissimilar pair.
Fig. 1 overviews the separation process of Baseline 2. First,
the system prepares the hash codes of all mixture spectra
dictionary H̃. Then, it applies the same hashing process
(i.e., the same projection matrix P ) to the test-time mixture
spectrum to acquire its hash code x̃. The KNN search follows
to find the similar training spectra, but the search is performed
in the hash code space H̃ instead of the original feature space
H. Using the found KNN entries N = {τ1 , τ2 , · · · , τK },
the system infers the masking vector. Note that it is similar
to Baseline 1 described in 1, except that the search is done
based on the simpler-to-compute Hamming similarity.
The downside of the KNN search task performed in a
binary feature space H̃ is that it may result in a suboptimal
search compared to H. However, the upside is that the binary
comparison can be fast and efficient since it can be performed
using efficient bitwise operations (e.g., bitwise AND and pop
counting) with supporting hardware. Furthermore, if the size
of the hash table L is much smaller than the original input
features, more items can be loaded into memory, resulting in
disk I/O cost reduction.
Since the KNN search will be on the hash codes, the search
performance depends on the quality of the hash function as
to how well it preserves the original similarity after hashing.
However, when it comes to the LSH method, the lackluster
quality of the codes originates from the data-blind nature of
random projections [29], [30]. Instead of attempting to learn
the best projection vectors from data, the representativeness
of the hash codes relies greatly on the randomness in the
projection vectors: during the initial construction, each hash
function, i.e., the projection, is chosen independently and
uniformly at random. Hence, a large L is required to form
discriminative hash codes that can guarantee high precision.
This is detrimental in terms of query time, computational cost
of projecting the query to hash codes, and storage overhead
from the large number of projections, even though they result
in binary codes.
III. B OOSTED LSH TRAINING ALGORITHM
The proposed BLSH algorithm addresses the inefficiency
of the LSH algorithm by learning each projection vector.
With the boosting concept, we learn the projections in an
incremental fashion, i.e., one by one in the order of their
significance. In this way, each projection improves the total
representativeness of the code by trying to fix the preceding
projections’ mistakes in approximating the original similarity
function. As a result, we can expect a hash code whose bits are
ordered based on their contribution to the search performance,
adding scalability to the entire system. For example, if a too
large L is not affordable, instead of re-initializing the entire
projection table P , one can trim the end of the existing table.
To summarize, the goals of the BLSH training algorithm are
as follows:
• Compactness: By using the boosting concept, we aim at
achieving higher representation power using shorter bit
strings in comparison with ordinary LSH codes.
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Scalability: Out of the total L bits, the system can choose
to utilize only the first few bits because the bits are
ordered based on their significance. Hence, the system
can adapt to different computational environments with
greater scalability.
• Efficiency: The inference on the proposed hashing process should still be affordable (i.e., a single-layer neural
network) for efficient test-time hashing.
In this section, we present our learnable LSH algorithm for
source separation. We extend LSH-based KNN search with
approximating SSMs, boosting, and kernel functions.
•

A. Binary Approximations of Similarity Matrices
Rather than employing a large number of independent
random projections, we aim to learn similarity-preserving hash
functions that better fit the data distribution. Our goal of
learning to hash is to preserve the features’ discriminative
properties as shown in the literature [29], [30], [48], [49].
Among them, deep learning models [29], [49] have been proposed to learn data-dependent hash codes as well; nonetheless,
the computational complexity of multilayered neural networks
is restrictive in hashing applications that operate under a
limited resource budget.
The proposed BLSH algorithm is still based on the projection and sign function as in the LSH algorithm. However,
instead of relying on random projections, we see each projection as a weak classifier and learn its model parameters,
i.e., the projection vector, during training. Here, we will use
the same formulation defined in eq. (2), while the projection
vector Pl,: and bias bl are trainable parameters. Note that
the non-differentiable sign function results in an intractable
Dirac delta function during the gradient descent computation.
We circumvent this issue by employing the derivative of
the hyperbolic tangent function as a surrogate of the delta
function:
sgn0 (x) ≈ tanh0 (x) = 1 − tanh2 (x).

(6)

During training the projection vectors are directed to minimize the discrepancies between the pairwise affinity relationships among the original features in H and those we construct
from their corresponding hash codes H̃. We express the loss
function in terms of the dissimilarity between the target selfsimilarity matrices (SSM) and its binary estimation. We denote
S ∈ RT ×T for the target SSM,
Si,j = Scos (H:,i , H:,j )

(7)

where i, j ≤ T . Suppose that the optimization process is
learning the l-th projection Pl,: , which result in H̃l,: bipolar
binary hash codes. We construct the binary SSM S̃ as
S̃i,j =

H̃l,i · H̃l,j + 1
2

(8)

where we shift and scale such that S̃ ∈ {0, 1}T ×T . Then, our
objective is to minimize the dissimilarities:
X 

D S̃i,j kSi,j
(9)
i,j
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Algorithm 2 BLSH training
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

Input: S ∈ RT ×T
B Target SSM
Output: P ∈ RL×D
B Set of projections
1
W ∈ RT ×T ← uniform vector of T ×T
L×D
P ∈R
← random numbers
β ∈ RL ← 0
for l ← 1 to L do P

(l)
Pl,: ← arg min i,j D S̃i,j kSi,j
Wi,j
Pl,:

P
(l)
εl = i,j D S̃i,j kSi,j
Wi,j
βl ← ln((1 − εl )/εl ) 

P
(l+1)
(l)
Wi,j
= Wi,j exp βl i,j D S̃i,j kSi,j
end for
return P

The objective also depends on the choice of the distance metric
D, which is cross-entropy in our case. With this objective
the learned binary hash codes can be more compact and
representative than the ones obtained from random projections
as in eq. (2). There can be potentially many different solutions
to this optimization problem, such as solving this optimization
directly for the set of projection vectors P or spectral hashing
that learns the hash codes directly with no assumed projection
process [30]. We present our proposed method in the following
subsection.
B. Boosted LSH
A major drawback of LSH is the independence between
the random hyperplanes. Hence, LSH tends to result in redundancy in number of projections, i.e., a large L value, to build
discriminative hash codes. As we saw in Sec. III-A, we resolve
this issue by turning LSH into a learnable hashing process,
which minimizes the gap between SSM and BSSM (eq. (9)).
In this way, the hash codes behave similarly to the alreadyknown discriminative features H. A remaining issue though is
that the BSSM approximation has to pre-define the number of
projections L, within which there is no straightforward order
of significance. Moreover, if L is set to be too large, some
projections do not contribute to the discrimination, leading to
a cost in test-time inference, while they increase the bit depth
of the code.
We address this issue by proposing a boosted LSH algorithm, where each projection is learned one by one, in the
order of their significance. Hence, one can rely more on the
initially learned projections than the later added ones. This
property is designed to handle the test-time use case, where
the application chooses to use only a small number of most
significant projections, i.e., the first few bits from the code to
save the processing time and resources.
To this end, we reformulate AdaBoost, one of the most
widely studied adaptive boosting strategy which was originally
proposed for classification [36]. It learns efficient weak learners, e.g., a linear classifier, in an additive manner: each new
weak learner complements those learned in previous rounds
and infers something new about the data. The set of weak
learners constructs an adaptive basis function model, whose
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weighted sum makes the strong final prediction. In such a
weighted sum, the complementary nature tends to give larger
weights to the earlier learners than the later added ones.
The AdaBoost framework aligns with our applicational goal,
because we also need such an order of importance between
the projections. Moreover, since each of the hash code bits is a
result of a weak classifier, i.e., linear combination followed by
a sign function, the hashing process is similar to the weighted
sum of weak learners in AdaBoost. The biggest difference
between AdaBoost and BLSH is that BLSH does not use
misclassification as the loss. Instead, it aims to learn weak
learners whose binary decision results can improve the speech
enhancement performance.
Consequently, we propose to adjust the loss function and
the boosting algorithm accordingly. Here, since our speech
enhancement is based on the matching process between test
and training examples, we once again seek the binary feature
space where matching results are similar to the ones in the
original feature space. Hence, our training objective is to
approximate the pairwise relationship between the known
discriminative features H using the binary features H̃ . It
leads to the total error function defined as follows:

L
X X
βl S̃i,j k Si,j ,
D
(10)
i,j

l=1

where βl denotes the weight of the l-th weak learner to the
total estimation and the l-th weak learner is defined by the l-th
projection H̃:,i = Pl,: H:,i + bl that constructs the shifted and
scaled BSSM S̃i,j (eq. 8).
In AdaBoost, when each weak learner is trained, it focuses
more on the previously misclassified examples. This mechanism is implemented by a weighting scheme on the samples:
those misclassified training samples receive an exponentially
large weight, so that the next weak learner pays more attention
to them. Likewise, the per-sample weights in AdaBoost are
defined over all training samples.
On the other hand, in BLSH for speech denoising, the
optimization process involves T 2 pairwise relationships even
though it begins with T training examples. It is because our
goal is to preserve the cross-sample correlation rather than a
per-sample property. Hence, we redesign AdaBoost’s sample
weighting scheme by defining a per-pair symmetric weight
matrix W ∈ RT ×T . It is initialized uniformly, but then
updated after adding every projection. The weight matrix is
designed to exponentially increase its values when a pair (i, j)
is incorrectly represented by BSSM compared to the target
SSM as follows:
X 

(l+1)
(l)
Wi,j
= Wi,j exp βl
D S̃i,j kSi,j ,
(11)
i,j

where the superscript (l) denotes the per-pair weight matrix
associated with the l-th weak learner.
As in AdaBoost, the effect of this update rule is to exaggerate the importance of BSSM cells that failed to reconstruct
the target SSM. The (l + 1)-th weak learner can then use
these weights to concentrate on hard-to-approximate pairs of
examples. This approach pursues a complementary (l + 1)-th
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new objective by computing the pairwise similarity through the
kernel function:

G H:,i , H:,j = φ(H:,i )> φ(H:,j ).
(14)
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2: Self-affinity matrices of varying L hash codes and
original time-frequency bins. (a) L = 10 (b) L = 50 (c)
L = 300 (d) Ground-truth SSM.

projection, thus overall rapidly increasing the approximation
quality in (10) with relatively smaller L projections. The final
boosted objective for the l-th projection is formulated as

X 
(l)
εl =
D S̃i,j kSi,j
Wi,j .
(12)
i,j

Under this boosted objective, the first few weak learners result
in binary features that approximate the majority of the original
feature similarity, thereby dramatically reducing the overall
storage of projections, computation from projecting elements,
and the length of hashed bit strings. Given the learned lth projection and per-pair weights, we obtain the projection
weights as
1 − εl
.
(13)
βl = ln
εl
Although the cross-entropy loss D is relatively small, we clip
εl = min(εl , 1) prior to computing eq. 13.
Algorithm 2 summarizes the BLSH procedure introduced
in this section. Fig. 2 shows the complementary nature of the
projections and their convergence behavior. After learning the
projection matrix P , the rest of the test-time source separation
process is the same as described in Sec. II-B.
C. Kernel Functions as Similarity Measure
Deep neural networks can undoubtedly produce highly
discriminative data-dependent hash codes via a series of
nonlinear transformations. For example, in semantic hashing,
autoencoders are trained to learn codes in its bottleneck layer
[29]. However, the deep architecture tends to require heavy
inference computation as opposed to BLSH. Meanwhile, it is
also true that the projection-based LSH process corresponds
only to a shallow neural network limiting its performance.
In this section we employ a nonlinear kernel to produce the
target SSM so that the proposed BLSH algorithm learns from
a potentially very complex pairwise relationship. Based on the
learning objective defined in eq. (9), the relative performance
of the learned hash functions significantly depends on the
definition of ground-truth targets (e.g., distance metric) [30].
Hence, the quality of the feature vectors used to construct
the target SSM is critical. For example, if H stands for the
raw spectrogram of STFT magnitudes, we could derive a more
abstract feature via a nonlinear feature transform function φ(·).
Although the transform function can be a tractable one, such
as a neural network encoder, in this section we assume that it
can be intractable. By using the kernel trick, we implement our

For example, the previous formulation eq. (9) can be considered as the case with an identity mapping function φ = I
that forms a linear kernel. Among various kernels, we adopt
the radial basis function (RBF) to create pairwise similarity
embedded in high dimensional spaces [50]. An RBF kernel is
defined on our normalized input features as follows:

 >

H:,i H:,j
(15)
G H:,i , H:,j = C exp
σ2

where C = exp(−1/σ 2 ) and G H:,i , H:,j ∈ [0, 1] for normalized features. The hyperparameter σ 2 controls the width of
the Gaussian-shaped decision boundary, which determines the
locality of the similarity measure defined in the feature space
[51]. Since RBF kernels can be represented as an implicit sum
over an infinite sequence of polynomials, it nonlinearly defines
an infinitely high-dimensional feature space (Rn → R∞ ). Note
that with the tractable RBF kernel function in eq. (15) one
can avoid the intractability involved in the infinitely highdimensional feature transformation.
Using the kernel trick, we train another version of our
hash functions. This time, the objective is to minimize the
dissimilarity between the predicted BSSM and the RBF kernel
defined between pairwise training feature vectors H. With a
shortened notation for the kernel matrix Gi,j = G H:,i , H:,j
the loss function simply replaces the target SSM S of eq. (10)(12) with G.
Note that the nonlinearity of the target SSM G can be
adjusted using the hyperparameter σ 2 : the smaller the value,
the more local the distance in the feature space. Eventually,
if G is strictly defined with local pairs, G introduces more
nonlinearity. Likewise, σ 2 allows for flexibility in determining
the target complexity of the system. We will investigate the
impact of different choices of σ 2 in the experiment section.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
A. Datasets
To investigate the effectiveness of the proposed framework
for speech enhancement, we evaluate our model on the singlechannel speech denoising setup. A training set consisting of
10 hours of noisy utterances and their corresponding clean
speech signals. The clean utterances are from the randomly
selected but gender-balanced 160 speakers from the train fold
of the TIMIT corpus. They are mixed with different nonstationary noise signals with 0 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
namely {birds, casino, cicadas, computer keyboard, eating
chips, frogs, jungle, machine guns, motorcycles, ocean} [52].
Since there are 10 short utterances per speaker, it amounts to
1,600 utterances recorded with a 16kHz sampling rate. The
projections are learned on the training set and the output hash
codes are saved as the dictionary.
One hour of evaluation data set was mixed from 110 unseen
speakers in the TIMIT test set and unseen noise sources from
the DEMAND database, which consists of domestic, office,
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indoor public places, transportation, nature, and street (open
mixture set) [53]. The test set mixtures are with -5, 0, 5, and
10 dB SNR and gender-balanced as well.
We further test on the VoiceBank-DEMAND dataset by
Valentini et al. [54] to evaluate our system on mixtures from
unseen speakers and sentences.
We apply a short-time Fourier transform (STFT) with a
Hann window of 1024 samples and a hop size of 256. Optionally, mel spectrograms are created using 128 mel scale filters.
During training, the whole mixture speech was segmented into
a minibatch with a length of 1000 frames, such that the selfsimilarity matrices and the kernel matrices are of a reasonable
size.
For evaluation, we calculate the signal-to-distortion ratio
(SDR) [55]. We also report results in terms of model size,
scale-invariant SDR (SI-SDR) [56], perceptual evaluation of
speech quality (PESQ) with values ranging from -0.5 to 4.5
[57], and extended short-time intelligibility (ESTOI) [58].
B. Models
In our experiments we use a few different setups to provide
a comprehensive understanding of the proposed model. First,
we differentiate the models based on the type of the input
features x as follows:
• INSTFT : The 513-dimensional magnitude coefficients of
STFT.
• INmel : The 128-dimensional mel spectra.
In addition, we also denote the models based on what they are
targeting:
• SSM: This is the case of using the regular SSM but its
behavior varies depending on the input representation,
i.e., STFT or mel.
• RBFσ 2 : The case when RBF kernels are used as target.
To compute RBF kernels, we only use STFT as input to
discern the effects of nonlinearity introduced by the RBF
kernel. The RBF kernels vary depending on the choice
of σ 2 .
We differentiate our hashing-based models based on two
important hyperparameters. First, the number of projections
L defines the bit depth of the binary hash codes. Our goal
is to achieve a better performance using the proposed BLSH
algorithm than the random projection-based LSH method if
L is the same. Second, the size of the training dictionary
matters. Although in theory we can use the entire training
examples and convert them into the hash codes, using these
T examples can increase the complexity of the KNN search.
Instead, we investigate a subsampling option, where we use
only a proportion of T training examples, i.e., ρ = 0.01 or 0.1.
Consequently, we also denote the two hashing mechanisms
distinctively:
• LSHL,ρ : The ordinary LSH-based method defined with L
projections and ρT training examples.
• BLSHL,ρ : Ditto, except that the hash codes are learned
via the proposed BLSH algorithm.
• KNNρ : This one is a KNN-based system, but using raw
input features, STFT or mel, instead of the hash codes.
Hence, it is not elaborated with the choice of L.
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In all three KNN methods, we fixed the neighborhood size to
K = 10.
For example, INSTFT -RBFσ2 =0.1 -BLSHL=300,ρ=0.1 denotes a KNN-based model that uses hash codes learned from
the proposed BLSH method. It uses only 10% of the training
data for the KNN search and the bit depth is 300. When
BLSH algorithm learns the projection it targets a RBF kernel
with σ 2 = 0.1. The algorithm operates on the magnitudes of
STFT spectra. Or, INmel -KNNρ=0.01 is a model that performs
KNN search directly on the mel spectra. For cases applying
to all L or both ρ values, we remove the subscripts from BLSH
for brevity.
Finally, three neural network models are trained for comparison.
• FC: We train fully-connected (FC) network with two or
three hidden layers. The number of hidden units ranges
from 32 to 1, 024.
• BiLSTM: A recurrent neural network using bidirectional
long short-term memory (BiLSTM) [59] cells are employed. We use two BiLSTM layers by varying the
number of memory cells and hidden units from 32 to
1, 024.
Both models are trained with STFT magnitude spectrogram
inputs and IBM targets. The logistic activation function was
applied on the outputs of both models. For the FC network,
batch normalization [60] and ReLU activation functions [61]
were applied to the intermediate outputs. The learning rate
was set as 1 × 10−4 for both FC and BiLSTM models. Adam
optimizer was used for both models [62].
In addition, we also present another end-to-end model architecture that performs speech enhancement in the time domain
as a reference. Conv-TasNet is a fully convolutional model that
performs the masking operation in the latent space, achieving
state-of-the-art performance in speech separation benchmarks
[8]. While there have been a few other models that followed
up showing meaningful improvement on speech separation
[9], [10], [63], [64], we adopted the Conv-TasNet model as a
stable reference. To train Conv-TasNet, we employed a much
larger dataset consisting of Librispeech’s training fold [65]
and the MUSAN dataset’s Free Sound corpus [66] by mixing
them with a range of mixing ratio from -5 to 10 dB. Note
that this training set is deliberately chosen to maximize the
performance of the Conv-TasNet architecture, while the other
models mentioned so far have been trained on a much smaller
dataset.
V. E VALUATION R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
In this section, we compare the effects of different KNN
systems, relative subset size ρ, bit depth L, and the type of
input features and training targets. Experimental results are
reported using the evaluation data set (open mixture set).
A. Analysis of the denoising systems on STFT features
From Fig. 3a, we can observe that the proposed BLSH
system clearly outperforms the LSH version in terms of
average SDR improvements for both mel and STFT input
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(a) INSTFT systems at ρ = 0.1

(b) INmel systems at ρ = 0.1

(c) INSTFT systems at ρ = 0.01
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(d) INmel systems at ρ = 0.01

Fig. 3: Average and standard deviations (shades) of ∆SDR for various KNN systems with respect to the number of projections
L under different input features and ρ values. The KNN baseline is expressed as a solid horizontal line since it is not dependent
on L. BLSH systems were trained on SSM targets.
features and different choices of ρ and L. With a sufficiently large L, INSTFT -SSM-BLSHL≈100,ρ=0.1 can reach the
INSTFT -KNNρ=0.1 ’s performance. For all L values, the performance of INSTFT -SSM-BLSHρ=0.1 is consistently higher than
the random LSH version, INSTFT -LSHρ=0.1 . This demonstrates that the boosting mechanism provide more discriminative features compared to its counterpart using random hash
codes.
It is also promising that the BLSH hash codes surpass the
performance of the raw Fourier coefficients, while LSH hash
codes fall short. It should be noted that the INSTFT -KNNρ=0.1
baseline conducts the KNN search on high-dimensional
floating-point spectrum coefficients (i.e., D = F = 513),
whereas the BLSH systems are based on the bitwise Hamming
distance between L-bit hash codes.
B. Analysis of the denoising systems on mel features
We can observe from Fig. 3b that INmel -LSH achieves
better performance compared to INSTFT -LSH, demonstrating
the effectiveness of mel features to construct discriminative
hash codes even when a limited bit depth L is allowed (i.e.,
less than L = 150). The mel features’ improved performance
is expected because mel scaling performs a nonlinear feature
transform, a logarithmic scaling process that aligns better to
human auditory perception. This nonlinear feature transform
adds additional representativeness to the LSH methods that
rely solely on randomly initialized projections.
However, the mel transformation is a lossy dimension
reduction method that condenses multiple subbands into one.
Although perceptually motivated, mel scaling eliminates vital information. This fact is reflected in Fig. 3b. Our proposed boosting-based framework, INmel -SSM-BLSHρ=0.1 ,
performs best when using only up to a handful of hash
codes (e.g., L = 50). The scores saturate after L = 50
with no further improvements and rather exhibit overfitting
behavior. Hence, we believe that the proposed BLSH algorithm
learns the majority of features using approximately the first
L = 50 weak learners. This result contrasts with the BLSH

results on STFT features in Fig. 3a, where more hyperplanes
learned via the BLSH algorithm keep improving the denoising
performance.
Hence, the experimental results suggest that the BLSH
method on the raw STFT features is more useful than the
LSH counterparts: given the same bit depth, BLSH hash
codes provide better discrimination, and consequently, better
separation. Mel features give boosts to the LSH models, but
BLSH on STFT still outperforms it significantly.
C. The impact of subsampling the training set
In Fig. 3c and 3d, we observe a global performance drop of
all three KNN systems. First, the baseline INSTFT -kNNρ=0.01
exhibits more than 1 dB loss by reducing the training set
from 10% to 1% of the original size. While the BLSH
systems also show decreased performance, they are more
robust to the subsampling process. Random projections of
LSH show a noticeable sensitivity to the randomness in the
subsampling procedure: the standard deviation is significantly
larger especially in the ρ = 0.01 case, whereas that of
BLSH remains tighter. Also, now the BLSH systems start to
exceed the baseline when L = 50. Note that when L = 50,
INmel -SSM-BLSHL=50,ρ=0.01 shows slightly better performance than INSTFT -SSM-BLSHL=50,ρ=0.01 , showcasing mel
spectrum’s usefulness in this extreme condition. Overall, a
similar trend to the ρ = 0.1 cases is retained: we still prefer
the BLSH model trained from STFT features the best.
D. The impact of using RBF kernels as the training targets
In addition to the SSMs computed by the mel or STFT
features, we also evaluate the validity of nonlinear kernels
as a learning target of our BLSH algorithm. Considering the
nonlinearity introduced during mel scaling, we construct RBF
kernels from the raw STFT features to adequately measure the
impact of the level of nonlinearity controlled by the kernel
width parameter, σ 2 .
Fig. 4a compares the SSM-based BLSH results
INSTFT -SSM-BLSHρ=0.1 with three BLSH systems targeting
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(a) ρ = 0.1

(b) ρ = 0.01

Fig. 4: Average and standard deviations of ∆SDR for BLSH
systems trained on SSM and RBF targets under varying σ 2
and ρ values. Only the STFT feature was used for each of the
systems.
RBF kernels with different kernel widths, σ 2 = 0.1,
0.5, and 0.9. We observe that RBF-based systems exhibit
saturation in performance and are unable to catch up to
INSTFT -SSM-BLSHρ=0.1 . Specifically, wider kernel widths,
σ 2 = 0.9 and 0.5, provide reasonable performance. However,
they still fall short compared to INSTFT -SSM-BLSHρ=0.1 ,
indicating that the RBF kernels used here are either too
linear to introduce additional distinction between codes
or the nonlinear relation is far from perceptual similarity
between audio spectra. Furthermore, the most extreme case,
INSTFT -RBFσ2 =0.1 -BLSH, rarely shows improvement even
during the earlier phases of training. This is due to the narrow
width of the kernel which only emphasizes elements that are
relatively close and harshly devalues the scores of distant
frames to near-zero values. Smaller σ 2 allows us to focus
on local features, thus being more nonlinear. However, it
removes too much information and restricts the perceptrons
from learning any more features. Similar trends are observed
when the subsampling rate is reduced to ρ = 0.01 in Fig.
4b, with even less relevant results from the mid-sized kernel
(σ 2 = 0.5).
Fig. 5 gives a more detailed view to the varying relationship
between BSSM and SSM depending on how the target SSM
is constructed. From BSSM reconstructions, first we can see
that the linear kernel computed from STFT coefficients is easy
for the BLSH algorithm to reconstruct (Fig. 5a vs. 5e), which
is also the best denoising solution we have achieved so far.
Meanwhile, the mel SSM target shown in Fig. 5b exhibits
more contrast than Fig. 5a, indicating more locality introduced
in the similarity between mel spectra. BSSM mimics this
relationship in Fig. 5f, while it fails to catch up with the
drastically dissimilar pairs: dark pixels in Fig. 5b are not well
represented in the BSSM reconstruction.
The RBF kernels also introduce similar locality to the target
SSMs. While with σ 2 = 0.5 the RBF kernel behaves as an
SSM with a certain level of nonlinearity (Fig. 5c), the most
narrow kernel width σ 2 = 0.1 suppresses most of the non-local
pairwise similarities. As a result, INSTFT -RBFσ2 =0.1 -BLSH
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 5: Self-affinity matrices and their estimations from binary
codes for varying transformations. The binary outputs shown
are constructed as the weighted sum of BSSMs created from
all L = 300 projections. (a) STFT SSM (b) Mel SSM (c)
RBF σ 2 = 0.5 SSM (d) RBF σ 2 = 0.1 SSM (e) STFT BSSM
(f) Mel BSSM (g) RBF σ 2 = 0.5 BSSM (h) RBF σ 2 = 0.1
BSSM.

Fig. 6: Weak learner weights (β) for BLSH systems trained
on varying features and kernels

(Fig. 5h) is distinctly different from its target (Fig. 5d),
demonstrating the difficulty for binary codes to approximate
the sparsity in the target SSM. This is reflected by the respective denoising performances (e.g., INSTFT -RBFσ2 =0.1 -BLSH
shows relatively low improvements for increasing L). We
believe that it is because the RBF kernels do not properly
represent the perceptual relationship between audio spectra.
E. The learning behavior of the BLSH algorithm
In our BLSH algorithm, similarly to the ordinary boosting
method, the β values represent relative importance of each
weak learner (i.e., the projection) in the final ensemble. It is
common to see them diminish as more weak learners are added
because the initial weak learners are more important than the
later learned ones.
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Fig. 6 indeed shows the decreasing β values in various
BLSH learning processes. First, we note here that the β
values learned from the mel spectra INmel -SSM-BLSHρ=0.1
decays very fast in the initial few rounds and then stagnates,
while the STFT graph from INSTFT -SSM-BLSHρ=0.1 shows
more steady decrease. Hence, this comparison explains the
saturating or overfitting behavior of the BLSH algorithm on
the mel spectrum input shown in Fig. 3b and 3d.
From Fig. 6, it is also noticeable that targeting too localized
RBF kernels is detrimental. When σ 2 = 0.1, for example, the
β values quickly drop and become insignificant. SSMs created
using RBF kernels with small kernel width σ 2 are mostly
comprised of near-zero values (e.g., Fig. 5 (d)), and most of
the information can be learned using only a few weak learners.
For these SSM targets, adding on more weak learners do not
contribute to the final boosted solution, which is depicted by
β → 0 values for increasing L. The diminishing β values show
that the newly added weak learners no longer learn significant
information and the hyperplanes are not discriminative.
F. Comparison among KNN systems
Table I shows the model size and performance of all
three KNN systems: KNN, LSH, and BLSH. We narrow our
discussion to BLSH systems trained on linear SSM targets.
Model sizes are computed as the total memory occupied by
the training dictionary and hash functions. The KNN baselines
show the enormous memory occupied by the dictionary. For
example, at ρ = 0.1 subsampling rate, INSTFT -KNNρ=0.1
requires ∼0.5GB. INmel -KNNρ=0.1 requires less since the
number of subbands for mel spectra is lower than STFT’s.
LSH methods show significant reduction in dictionary size
with minimal storage overhead from the random projections,
although at the cost of drop in performance. Across various
subsampling rates ρ, LSH methods show a distinct drop in performance, especially in terms of SDR and SI-SDR, compared
to its KNN counterparts using the same input features.
Our proposed BLSH method consistently outperforms the
LSH approaches and also KNN on the STFT magnitude features. INSTFT -SSM-BLSHL=300,ρ=0.1 achieves better scores
than INSTFT -KNNρ=0.1 across all metrics. As discussed previously in Sec. V-A, this demonstrates the better representativeness of the learned hash codes than the raw Fourier coefficients
or the basic LSH codes. Furthermore, our BLSH methods using
mel spectra features can save more memory than LSH by
requiring smaller L. INmel -SSM-BLSHL=50 achieves higher
scores with fewer hash functions than INmel -LSHL=300 for
both ρ = 0.1 and 0.01 cases.
Next, we evaluate the computational complexity of the
aforementioned KNN systems and highlight the efficiency
of BLSH models. First, the baseline KNN search procedure
requires a linear scan of all real valued feature vectors in
H, giving O(QDT ), where Q stands for the floating-point
precision (e.g., Q = 64 for double-precision). This procedure
is restrictive since T needs to be large for quality source
separation and the distance computation (i.e. floating-point
inner product) is costly, which is the reason for pursuing an
expedited approach to using hash codes.
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Since the LSH baseline also uses Algorithm 1, the dependency to T remains the same. However, we can reduce the
complexity from O(QDT ) to O(LT ) if L < QD. The procedure can be significantly accelerated with supporting hardware
as the Hamming similarity calculation is done through bitwise
operations. Also, the size of the hash table is designed to be
much smaller than the original input features (L < QD) and
hence can be loaded into memory, resulting the disk I/O cost
reduction.
Our proposed BLSH framework does not change the runtime complexity O(LT ) of baseline 2. Nevertheless, BLSH
can outperform LSH with smaller L thanks to the boosting
mechanism (e.g., INmel -SSM-BLSHL=50,ρ=0.1 scores higher
than any LSH systems using L = 300). In conclusion,
BLSH models can achieve higher accuracy and more efficient
memory usage than both baseline systems, computationally
heavy KNN and data-blind LSH approaches.
G. Comparison against deep neural networks (DNN)
Although our goal in this work is not to compete with the
state-of-the-art DNN’s performance, as our solution is more
about maximizing the utility of the binary models, here we
present some denoising results from various DNN models to
provide a reference point.
In Table I, we also compare the BLSH system with deep
neural networks, a fully-connected (FC) network and a bidirectional long short-term memory (BiLSTM) network using
varying number of hidden units. We denote Nl and Nh as
the number of hidden layers and units respectively. We also
report the performance of one of the state-of-the-art source
separation models, Conv-TasNet. We use Nr and Nb to denote
the number of repeats and blocks, which defines the internal
separator module’s architecture in Conv-TasNet; we used the
default values as reported in the paper.
First, it is obvious that neural networks with complex
structure (e.g., BiLSTM and Conv-TasNet) easily outperform
BLSH models by all evaluation metrics. We observe that
Conv-TasNet can achieve better performance than the largest
BiLSTM while using significantly smaller architecture (19.94
vs 155.36 MB). Given that these models are either designed
to learn from a long sequence (i.e., BiLSTM) or capable of
processing a relatively long segment of input signal (i.e., 1second input for Conv-TasNet), comparison to BLSH’s frameby-frame processing results is inadequate. Meanwhile, it also
signifies that the proposed BLSH methods do not scale up
to provide state-of-the-art performance. Our aim in designing
the BLSH method was to maximize its performance in the
hashing-based denoising paradigm.
Given the drastic difference in model sizes, a more reasonable comparison would be between BLSH and the small neural
network models. For example, BLSH outperforms FC models
of various architectures and performs similarly to BiLSTM
models at least in terms of PESQ. Furthermore, BLSH can
achieve comparable ESTOI scores to small FC models. For
example, the ESTOI score of INmel -SSM-BLSHL=50,ρ=0.01
with 0.18MB of parameters is better than the 2×64 FC model
with 0.28MB (75.78% vs 74.18%).
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TABLE I: Model size, average SDR, SI-SDR, PESQ and ESTOI for various systems evaluated on open mixture set. Hashingbased KNN systems are reported using optimal L parameters, and their model size is expressed as a sum of reference database
size and model size. FC and BiLSTM models are reported using relevant parameters Nl and Nh , the number of layers and
hidden units respectively, in place of D and L. Similarly Conv-TasNet model is reported using Nr and Nb denoting the number
of repeats and blocks respectively. We used the same parameters as reported in the Conv-TasNet paper. The model sizes are
reported using single-precision (i.e. 32 bits per parameter) for both KNN and deep learning systems.
System
Mixture
IBM
KNN

LSH

BLSH

Feature
STFT
Mel
STFT
Mel
STFT
Mel
STFT
Mel
STFT
Mel
STFT
Mel

ρ
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.01
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.01
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.01
Nl
3

FC
STFT

2

BiLSTM

Conv-TasNet

2

Raw

Nr
3

L
300
300
300
300
300
50
300
50
Nh
1024
256
64
32
1024
256
64
32
1024
256
64
32
Nb
8

Model Size (MB)
503.55
125.64
50.36
16.79
9.20 + 0.62
1.53 + 0.15
0.92 + 0.62
0.15 + 0.15
9.20 + 0.62
1.53 + 0.03
0.92 + 0.62
0.15 + 0.03

SDR (dB)
0.07
20.38
9.77
9.61
8.65
8.36
8.97
9.23
7.95
8.25
10.18
9.47
9.31
8.92

SI-SDR (dB)
0.00
19.98
8.76
8.12
7.58
6.85
7.96
7.72
6.90
6.71
9.10
7.84
8.15
7.25

PESQ
1.51
2.93
1.80
1.73
1.76
1.66
1.79
1.73
1.76
1.68
1.81
1.84
1.73
1.80

ESTOI(%)
81.97
94.58
73.74
74.60
71.38
71.20
72.50
73.60
71.24
71.20
74.98
76.58
72.56
75.78

12.61
1.58
0.30
0.14
8.41
1.32
0.28
0.14
155.36
13.68
1.85
0.79

13.10
12.92
12.19
11.74
10.29
10.25
10.01
9.89
14.74
14.18
13.50
13.06

12.34
12.08
11.28
10.51
9.85
9.71
9.35
9.07
14.24
13.62
12.91
12.21

1.64
1.74
1.55
1.59
1.68
1.59
1.53
1.48
1.87
1.86
1.83
1.81

82.32
82.10
80.40
79.64
78.46
77.06
74.53
74.18
86.74
85.79
84.69
82.89

19.94

18.48

18.19

2.45

92.47

From the perspective of a neural network, the BLSH or LSH
methods can be seen as a shallow neural network with only
one hidden layer, whose activations are binarized. Hence, it
is expected that BLSH does not compete with the properly
trained DNNs, especially in terms of SDR or SI-SDR. Still,
we believe that BLSH may work as a reasonable solution.
For example, in comparison to the similar-sized FC networks,
BLSH loses only about 7.6% (INmel -SSM-BLSHL=50,ρ=0.1 ’s
9.47 dB SDR improvement vs. FC 2×256’s 10.25 dB) or 9.8%
(INmel -SSM-BLSHL=50,ρ=0.01 ’s 8.92 dB SDR improvement
vs. FC 2 × 32’s 9.89 dB) of the denoising performance.
Nonetheless, we note that model compression techniques can
be applied to the baseline DNN models. Prior works [23]
[67] [68] demonstrated effective model compression methods
can still achieve decent performance with a high compression
ratio. Applying such compression pipelines to our baseline
DNN models would potentially reduce the model sizes down
to similar levels as our BLSH systems while still maintaining
their superior denoising performances.
Considering that these DNN models are operating with
floating-point values, a hardware support that benefits from
bitwise operations can favor BLSH, as it clearly outperforms
the other KNN-based baselines, KNN and LSH. In our current
experimental setup with T = 2453960 frames from the TIMIT
dataset, a INmel -SSM-BLSHL=50,ρ=0.01 would require 50 ×
24539 ≈ 1.2M bitwise operations to process a single frame.

For a 1-second input, or 63 frames, the system would require
∼77M total bitwise operations. In comparison, a small 2 × 64
RNN model takes ∼13.7M MACs (multiply-and-accumulate
operations) for a 1-second input. Bitwise operations provide
speedups over floating-point multiplication and accumulation,
and it has been shown to achieve more than ∼50x speedup
[69] when inference is run on CPU. Considering the expedited
inference speed, our INmel -SSM-BLSHL=50,ρ=0.01 system
would potentially run faster than the small RNN model.
However, note that the runtime analysis of a binary operationonly system highly depends on the hardware setup.
Furthermore, BLSH systems use significantly less computation during training compared to a small DNN model. Each
projection is a vector of length F , so the total number of trainable parameters is F ×L. For a INmel -SSM-BLSHL=50,ρ=0.01
system, this adds up to 128 × 50 = 6.4K parameters, which
is significantly less than that of a small 2 × 32 FC model
which consists of 34.6K trainable parameters. In addition,
BLSH provides ordered binary representations based on their
contribution, which adds scalability to the system as another
merit.
H. Evaluation on different test conditions
Table II shows the performance of BLSH systems on the
same open mixture set scaled at SNR values -5, 5 and 10
dB, which are different from the noise signals with 0 dB
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TABLE II: SDR, SI-SDR, PESQ and ESTOI for BLSH systems evaluated on open mixture set scaled at -5, 5, and 10 dB SNR
values, different from the 0 dB SNR used to generate the training mixture set.
System
Mixture
BLSH
Mixture
BLSH
Mixture
BLSH

Feature
STFT
Mel
STFT
Mel
STFT
Mel
STFT
Mel
STFT
Mel
STFT
Mel

ρ
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.01
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.01
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.01

L
300
50
300
50
300
50
300
50
300
50
300
50

SDR (dB)
-4.85
6.30
6.42
5.70
5.84
5.05
13.23
11.66
12.38
11.27
10.04
15.50
13.21
14.57
12.84

SI-SDR (dB)
-5.00
5.20
4.97
4.48
4.40
5.00
12.16
9.84
11.15
9.37
10.00
14.40
11.25
13.25
10.73

PESQ
1.29
1.47
1.53
1.51
1.48
1.81
2.16
2.14
2.16
2.10
2.22
2.56
2.49
2.56
2.48

ESTOI(%)
72.12
62.03
66.86
61.14
65.69
88.87
83.70
82.57
82.03
82.18
93.61
88.47
86.04
87.23
85.87

TABLE III: SDR, SI-SDR, PESQ and ESTOI for BLSH systems evaluated on the VoiceBank-DEMAND dataset [54].
System
Mixture
BLSH

Feature
STFT
Mel
STFT
Mel

ρ
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.01

L
300
50
300
50

SDR (dB)
9.32
8.67
7.36
8.06
6.75

SNR in the training set. Our proposed BLSH method shows
consistent enhancement results in terms of SDR, SI-SDR,
and PESQ under the different SNR conditions. As with the
0 dB noisy mixture set shown in Table I, we again see a
decrease in ESTOI from the enhanced results. A noticeable
difference is that for less noisy environments (5 and 10
dB), INmel -SSM-BLSH does not show better ESTOI than
INSTFT -SSM-BLSH as it did under harsher conditions (-5 and
0 dB).
Table III shows the results from testing our BLSH solutions on unseen speakers and sentences from the VoicebankDEMAND dataset [54]. Our proposed system trained on
TIMIT speakers does not perform well on the unseen speaker
condition. INSTFT -SSM-BLSHL=300,ρ=0.1 shows a slight improvement of 0.25 dB ∆SI-SDR, but it does not show improvements on other metrics. Other systems are unable to enhance
the noisy mixtures but rather decrease their quality.
Likewise, the proposed BLSH systems are with a limited
generalization power. It can generalize well to unseen noise
levels quite successfully, while on test mixtures of unseen
speakers and noise sources, its performance is limited. The
weakness comes from the small training datasets that are not
representative enough. Also, the compact model size prohibits
the system from learning robust features for general-purpose
speech enhancement.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a data-driven hashing algorithm
for the source separation problem using nearest neighbor
search. Under this setup, the K-nearest matching frames in the
dictionary to the test frame are found, and a denoising mask
estimated by the average of associated IBMs. To implement
a lightweight solution, we utilize locality sensitive hash functions to transform the query and database spectra into binary

SI-SDR (dB)
8.58
8.83
7.61
8.24
6.99

PESQ
1.99
1.81
1.89
1.86
1.89

ESTOI(%)
87.91
76.43
75.96
75.88
75.30

hash codes. In doing so, memory space is reduced and search
process expedited using bitwise matching operations. We
compress the framework further through a learnable approach
to hashing using the boosting theory. The hash functions
are learned sequentially as linear classifiers in a boosting
manner such that they complement one another. Our learning
objective is set to minimize the discrepancy between the
self-similarity of real valued spectra and hash codes. Hence,
we preserve the original similarity between the hash codes,
so a test query can be quickly matched from the database
through the bitwise KNN search. Our framework trains binary
classifiers sequentially under a boosting paradigm, culminating
to a better approximation of the original self-similarity matrix
with shorter hash strings. With learned projections and expedited inference using bitwise operations, our method offers a
lightweight solution to the speech enhancement problem.
To study the level of nonlinearity the learned hash codes
achieves, we employed RBF kernels as the self-similarity
targets and taught the weak learners to learn more complex
pairwise relationships. Since the features are expected to
be more discriminant through the nonlinear transformation
implied by the RBF kernel, it is expected that the BLSH
code learned from it may encode a certain level of nonlinear
similarity. While the BLSH algorithm does achieve reasonable
performance by targeting the RBF kernels, we also found that
the data-blind nature of RBF kernel itself has only limited
capacity in capturing perceptual relationship among audio
spectra.
Evaluation results demonstrate that the KNN performance
with the learned hash codes is better than with random
codes from locality sensitive hashing and even raw Fourier
coefficients or mel scaled spectra. This shows that the hash
codes learned through the proposed BLSH method function
as more discriminative features than the real valued features.
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Our proposed framework is not comparable to comprehensive
deep learning models in terms of denoising quality, but it
showed promising results compared against a very small neural
network with similar model size to the BLSH dictionary.
In the future we will investigate an extension to temporally
meaningful versions so that the model can handle a sequence
of audio frames. 1
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